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AUTUMN 2019

Dear Members,
Welcome to our latest edition of Nimbus News. As always,
a big thank you to Peter and Jean for producing 
another interesting edition, made possible by our 
members’ contributions.
Many of you will have heard that our hard-working social 
secretary Sue Birchall suffered a severe stroke some 
weeks ago.  As I write Sue is in the rehab ward at Lymington
Hospital and is making progress.  Both Sue and John have
worked tirelessly for the club for many, many years, and 
I am sure you will join me in sending our best wishes to
them both.
The end of season event was held recently at the Hornet 
Services Sailing Club. 48 members enjoyed an excellent 3 course lunch including carvery.  Our thanks to Roger and 
Carol Nicholas for organizing this superb event. Roger showed his artistic side in producing small Nimbus flag arrangements
for each table.  The tables were dressed in Nimbus colours and the room decorated with Nimbus flags. It’s possible that the
club may be able to take advantage of this superb location in the future.
Members will notice that we have covered just a few of the items discussed in our last technical session held at Island Harbour. 
These sessions are always well attended and I would be happy to receive items for inclusion at our next session at Lymington
in the spring.
Our next social event will be held at the RNLI College, Poole in February.  Details will be found on the website and booking
forms will be circulated in due course.
Janet joins me in wishing you a happy Christmas and all the best for 2020.

David Noyce 

FROM THE CHAIRMAN

News

From the Membership Secretary - Janet Noyce 
Welcome to the following members who have recently joined us.

We wish you many happy hours cruising with your Nimbus and hope to meet you 
at future events.

Ian and Jackie Byrne, “ESCAPE” 320c, home port Whitehaven
Ken and Mira Smith, “BRITE SPARK” 280c, home port Burnham on Crouch
Peter and Rowena Fowler, “SYLVANIA” 280 Familia, home port Hythe.

John Lyon, “BLOODY MARY” 280c, home port Peterhead
Shaun and Alyson Pantling, “CIANELLA” 365c, home port Lymington

Graham and Helen Clarke, “SILVER SPA” 27 Familia, home port Lymington
Majella Bushe and Sarah Morris, “JUBILATE” 335c, home port Hythe.

John and Andrea Redman, “PUFFIN” 310c home port Shoreham-by-Sea

Janet Noyce Membership Secretary
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Jean and Peter Coles 
(White Rider, 310c, Gosport)
Summer’s Nimbus News hoped for ‘typical’ autumn
boating: summer warmth continuing into September
just to spite, school pupils and their teachers; little wind
for the Southampton show and high pressure 
established in October so that by early November
chilly mornings blossomed into quiet still days with flat
seas. Ah well! We hope club members managed to
avoid the extraordinary storms and downpours of 
Autumn 2019, if only by hiding indoors, whether that be at home or onboard.

Fortunately, regardless of the weather, Nimbus Club members have contributed interesting, and we hope
entertaining items, for this edition. It is now winter, many boats are ashore and, thanks to the aforementioned
weather, it’s time for checking the boat and its equipment. Hence as well as reports from the August 
mid-week rally and our end of season lunch, there’s more on skip diving (or is it scavenging Nigel?), items
on engine checks raised at the Island Harbour rally, a description of replacing the ‘easier’ bow thruster pin,
protecting your prop. and necessary safety checks from RNLI’s Safety on Board advice. Finally, Bill Wiltshire’s
Ode is wistful rather than sad showing: once a boater always....

Thanks again to contributors, the pages would be blank without you but we need more and please, Nimbus
owners away from the South Coast, don’t be overwhelmed by us lot, tell us your stories, offer your advice:
everyone it’s your club, your News. 

EDITOR’S CORNER.

Please check that these Nimbus Owners Club events are in your 2020 diary 

22 - 23 February: Club Dinner and Weekend 
at RNLI College, Poole

17 - 19 April: Lymington Rally and Club AGM
Both events are in the Events Section of the Club website and email reminders will be sent to all club
members with more details.

NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB 
Future Events 
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This location is a firm club favourite, well protected, good facilities, good walks and cycling in the countryside away
from the summer hurly-burly of Cowes and with very helpful management. Forecast weather was not brilliant and
Members with other commitments meant some boats came earlier and others stayed later. But this mid-week event
again proved extremely popular. Well over 20 boats attended, some were joined by friends and other members
travelling by car and ferry.

This relatively small marina is lucky to have a good, family run boatyard in Richardsons who offer discounts for 
August washes - providing you book!

As ever, a high point was meeting and gossiping - ok, networking - around the boats and pontoons or at the bar/café
of the Breeze restaurant. The ‘official’ club meal in the Breeze was held on the Tuesday evening and Wednesday
saw the now traditional Barbecue. 

Island Harbour 
Summer Rally    
27- 29 August 2019

Dinner table with organisers Sue Birchall and John Searle. Less formal eating and the ladies sit whilst men cook.
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The Wednesday featured a very well attended technical session led by chairman David who reports thus:

This informal discussion was lively with items ranging from the greasing of the Volvo stern tube seal, to bleeding the
hydraulic steering system and on to the correct anodes for salt and freshwater.

‘Volvo’ shaft seals should be greased on each occasion before launching and the stern tube seal housing burped,
ie squeezed until water runs through the seal housing.  This is to check that the stern tube is clear of air.  It was
agreed that the ‘life’ of a Volvo-type seal is very dependent on this procedure being carried out. It is important also
to check shaft alignment because misalignment will rapidly wear the seal edges. This misalignment can take place
after a few years use. As the engine rubber mounts wear, inevitably the engine becomes lower than the shaft.

The Jabsco water cooling pump. Members had varying experiences of the length of time the impellers last.  This is
very dependent on where the boat is used, particularly in a sandy water environment. As a minimum the impeller
should be inspected yearly and if there are any signs of cracking or wear to the vein edges it should be changed.
It was felt advisable to carry a spare impeller and cover plate fixing bolts, together with replacement joint and 
O ring. There are a number of small pullers on the market for removing the impeller.  If the replacement impeller has
a coarse thread in the spline a suitable puller is available.

The hydraulic system. It was agreed that the procedure in the handbook on a particular steering system was clear
enough to follow.  Spare oil should always be carried to top up the system if any small leaks are found around the
steering ram seals or hoses. To facilitate the filling of the system a plastic hypodermic type pump is ideal.

Anodes. Zinc anodes are used in a salt water environment and aluminium for fresh water.  It was generally agreed
that zinc anodes are satisfactory for a short time in fresh water. The wiring connections to the anode studs should
be checked for corrosion and cleaned and coated with Vaseline or silicon grease at least annually.

Finally, it was reported that members have had difficulty in obtaining replacement wiper blades. One idea is to use
a slightly shorter blade which still allows sufficient area of vision. The shorter blades can be obtained from Halfords
or similar outlets. 

After the Wednesday, the weather deteriorated, some boats left, others arrived and the conversation continued.

With lasting thanks to Sue Birchall, organiser of this and many other rallies.

Part of the Fleet.
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By Paul Vince, Contessa of Langstone 320C

My next move was to speak to our chairman, who knows everything about boats, who told me about another shear pin
inside the boat. This was reasonably easy to access after removing the forward mattresses.
First move was to disconnect the wires from the thruster motor, after checking the electric breaker switch was off. 
The thruster motor can then be unbolted and lifted out revealing a 4mm shear pin, slightly smaller than the pin outside
the hull. 

Losing bow thruster control in a sea lock was to say the least alarming - the wind just took control.
I remembered seeing a shear pin behind the side power propeller so I prepared to beach my boat on soft mud to replace it.
After a very muddy time I was alarmed to find it intact.

Disconnect before removing.

The bits.

The new pin was easy to tap in and the motor was re-installed in no time.
In future I will be checking both pins more often during winter refit.

The motor, on kitchen table of course. New Pin designed to break before the one underwater.

Bow thruster failure 
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by Roger Nicholas, Ardea 310c
Like most boat owners I have tried many ways to keep the prop clean. A fouled prop slows the boat and increases
fuel consumption. Until this year, the only solution that worked was to lift the boat and re-polish the prop mid-season.
Early this season a friendly boat repairer sold me a cut price pack of ‘Propspeed’. The boatyard no longer used it as
it’s difficult to apply in winter temperatures. That was no problem, I nearly always remove the prop each winter and
my understanding wife allows me to work on it in the kitchen!
‘Propspeed’ is a release coating so slippery that marine growth cannot adhere. When the coating is finished it has an
almost rubbery feeling. The most important thing is that it works.  When we lifted the boat at the end of an eight
month season the prop was clear of all growth and only needed a wash with soapy water to remove some silt. 

Perfect Prop Protection
(at last!)    

Wow! Just lifted and hand washed.
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The coating will certainly last two seasons and I only used half of the pack, so I hope to get four seasons protection.

BUT - Unfortunately, there are several buts.

l   The coating cannot withstand abrasion and cannot be jet-washed. I covered my prop with a 

     strong polythene bag to protect it while the hull was washed down. The tips of my prop had 

     suffered some abrasion when a rope wrapped around the shaft, but, you cannot touch-up 

     ‘holes’ in the grease.

l   The coating is not easy to apply. You must mix and apply two coats of primer within 5 to 10 

     minutes of each other and quickly follow this with the release coating within another 5 to 10 

     minutes. This was at a temperature of approximately 20 degrees.

l   You need to make sure you can access all surfaces of the prop and be able to turn the whole 

     thing without touching the prop surface. This requires a lot of planning and thought.

l   The primer is very acid and you require good disposable gloves and well protected surfaces 

     if working indoors. I used cheap disposable brushes and just threw them away after use.

l   Once coated and dried you must be careful not to damage the surface, especially when 

     re-fitting to the boat.

Is it worth it? In my opinion, yes and I shall continue to use it. The boat performance stayed good throughout the 
season. I also noticed that my anodes were very much less eroded and will not need replacing. I assume this is because
that large piece of brass was completely insulated from the water by the coating. Recently I noticed that a new and
similar Sea-Jet product costs less; but I still have three more years of Propspeed to use up!
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Hull Wraps
by Peter Coles - inspired by Paul Vince and Bruce Mayo

Really skilled workers.

Those names are the “Nimbus-Hulls-Wrapped-Register” to date - after Tim and Ann Dennis led the way. We all had a
common problem: faded, blue-hulled 310/320s around 20 years old. Our topsides look OK for a short time after costly
or very hard-work polishing. Jean and I had bought White Rider in 2017 after hoping for or being unable to afford 
one with a white hull. After pathetically envying white GRP hulls for a couple of years, those club contacts pointed to 
rejuvenation by wrapping. It’s a brilliant way to improve the looking-good life of classic blue-hulled Nimbus boats. 
Just look at Paul Vince’s before and after pictures of his Contessa!

At Island Harbour in August we spoke
to Bruce, looked at Snowbird and 
on-line checked the company he’d used.
Yacht Wraps UK were amazing; from
our first enquiry through to WhatsApp
pictures as they did the job, their service
was superb. Like the fellow Nimbis, we
were astonished by the manual skills 
involved in ‘wrapping’ high quality 
self-adhesive vinyl around the hull, with
all its curves and angles, before cutting
around the windows and vents. That
scalpel work was real surgical stuff.
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The Wow factor.

We could have had almost any colour vinyl but stayed 
with blue (Ryan of Yacht Wraps said: “which blue would
you like, I’ve emailed a full palette?” wow, we were both
impressed and confused; “er, too much choice, same as
Bruce’s please”). 

People ask about damage and repair. The material itself
has been used for years on very costly cars and displays
of all kinds, has long guarantees by 3M and other top
manufacturers. Yacht Wraps would repair any substantial
damage but the rubs and scuffs of your or someone-else’s
fenders just wipe off. AND, if it’s bad damage, try getting
a GRP expert to give you a price for removing bad
scratches in blue gel coat!

The only snag is, this is not a winter job unless done in
heated conditions. Obvious really, it’s plastic and bends
with heat! We wanted the job done before the winter, 
contacted 3 companies in the Southampton area, two 
responded, Yacht Wraps were fully booked for October but
had a few days in September. Their only competitor quoted
nearly twice the c£1400 we paid and ours included 
replacing those peeling thin blue stripes along the white
cabin sides and foredeck – all of them! We grabbed the
chance and for a couple of days our project was a main
attraction at Swanwick Marina’s Used Boat Show. We were
very pleased both with the job and that they also got 
well-deserved publicity. 

Peter Coles, with thanks to Paul Vince for super Photos.



Possible further Skip 
diving opportunities...
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by Nigel Barfoot
You may recall that the Summer edition of
Nimbus News reported my quest to find a
piece of teak.

There have been further developments

Whilst at the Nimbus Summer Rally at 
Island Harbour it was noted that Paul Vince,
of the good ship Contessa, was sporting a
mini brass cannon.

When replying to the comment: “that’s a
nicely engineered piece” Paul responded
“guess where I found it….in the skip!” 

Following Mac McPherson’s success in the
Dartmouth skip reported in the last Nimbus
News, Paul had an eye open for an attractive
object. Returning from the shower block, a
glint of something shiny took his eye,
perched on the edge of the skip.

Lo and behold, on closer inspection, the
aforesaid brass cannon was identified!

Without further ado, the cannon was
scooped up, returned to Contessa to be 
lovingly polished back to its former glory!

With potentially some dastardly deed in mind, Paul was
asked “might it be possible to bore the cannon barrel out
to take some gunpowder?” The mind boggles!

So, don’t just walk past that marina skip without looking;
you may see something you just couldn’t do without! 
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Roger’s Home-made Flags. Roger and Carol, our hosts.Ready and Waiting.

Preliminaries at the Bar.

BREXIT OR HALLOWEEN?
The Nimbus Owners Lunch on 31st October 2019 at Hornet Services Sailing Club could have been either. Eventually
we called it an End of Season Lunch and avoided arguments.

The available 48 places were filled very quickly, and I apologise to those who could not attend. It is the first time a club
event like this has been over-subscribed. Whether that was the venue, the prices or just increasing club numbers, it is
good to see such support.

The HSSC is situated in Haslar creek upstream of Haslar Marina in Gosport. It is a historic military site, so I started pro-
ceedings by giving a brief history. (This is outlined later in this edition). It is a private club for serving and retired service
personnel and until recently did not host external organisations. Peter Coles, our NN editor, says it’s ‘The largest Garden
Shed on the South Coast, and it’s listed!’

By Roger Nicholas
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Following drinks in the main club bar we moved into the ‘Fabrosa Room’ at the back of the building for a carvery lunch.
There were with six tables of eight people and no planned seating arrangements. Club staff had decorated the tables
in Nimbus colours.

Our Chairman, updating and thanking members. David and Janet Noyce.

Happy Networkers.

Starters were served for those who ordered them and each table was called to the very comprehensive carvery to fill
their plates. Only one brave fellow took up the invitation for seconds although there was plenty available. Desserts were
served and the size and quality of the Apple Crumble could not be faulted.

At the end of the meal, while people helped themselves to coffee, a vote of thanks was given to the staff and particularly
to the club House Manager, Melissa, who had made the event very easy to organise. 

The lunch went well and, as everybody behaved themselves, we hope to use the venue again in the future.

Eds. Note: Roger understates his role in this very successful event: just look at the decorations and the faces –
many thanks Roger, Carol and the club staff!

David Noyce gave us an update of future club events and expressed everyone’s very best wishes to Sue Birchall, our
very hard-working social sec, who has suffered a severe stroke. 
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Fairmiles at Hornet, our improved defenders.
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Brief History of HMS Hornet, now
Hornet Services Sailing Club
By Roger Nicholas
The site that is now Hornet Services Sailing Club was first used in WW1 as a base for motorboats. Most launched a
single torpedo over the stern, making aim difficult but allowed a fast escape after firing. (One of these craft can be
seen in the wonderful Boat House No.4 in Portsmouth Naval Museum. Eds)

Between the wars the base was virtually unused, but WW2 saw it commissioned as HMS Hornet. It then became head-
quarters for Southern Coastal Forces and was the base for Motor Torpedo Boats, Gun Boats and Launches patrolling
the English Channel. Their role was to defend allied shipping, attack enemy shipping, lay mines, rescue downed airmen
and land or pick-up agents from enemy coasts. For D-Day they also carried out beach surveys of landing sites.

Most operations were carried out at night often in rough weather. Although films show it as heroic and an adventure,
it was uncomfortable, dangerous and terrifying. This was made the more dangerous because, between the wars, the
Germans had developed the 120ft E Boats. These were powered by Mercedes diesel engines, were fast, manoeuvrable
and well-armed. Standard designs made spares and repairs much easier. Opposing them the allies had a variety of
much smaller petrol-engined boats of various designs. Imagine going into an engagement with a boat full of petrol
and explosives against faster, larger and better armed craft!
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Later in the war the Fairmile designs came along and, at 114ft, they could at least match the enemy. The hulls of
many of these craft strongly resemble present day Nimbus hulls.

The boats were manned by many nationalities and much of the maintenance and arming was carried out by WRENs.
Nearly all the crews were RNVR and many were amateur yachtsmen, like us Nimbus owners. Then Hornet was much
larger spreading across the road with a wooden lifting bridge giving access to the large gun-boat yard further up the
now silted Haslar Creek.

After the war, Coastal Forces were run down and in 1957 HMS Hornet was decommissioned. A few naval officers
started to keep yachts there and the site became a private Royal Navy Yacht Club where some of the windfall yachts
‘recovered’ from the German navy, were also stationed. 

As the Navy was reduced the club became a tri-service organisation and for the last 40 years it has shared the site
with the JSASTC (Joint Services Sail Adventure Training Centre). Funded by MOD this centre teaches leadership and
teamwork skills, mainly using Victoria 34 yachts. Now used chiefly by the Army, there are also larger expedition
yachts engaged in much longer adventure cruises. 

Hornet Services Sailing Club – venue for our End of Season Lunch - provides catering for both organisations and 
operates a 120-berth marina using the submarine end of the site. It has its own slipway with a Wise-lift and a Rood
boat moving system. The club also leases a large piece of land across the road where some 200 club boats lay up
for the winter. Many club members do not keep their boats at Hornet but on the various moorings which RNSA and
ASA have around Portsmouth Harbour. 

Opposite the clubhouse is the Coastal Forces War Memorial where every Remembrance Day a service is held to mark
the contribution made by the brave men and women of coastal forces This is attended by representatives of all the
nations who manned these small ships.



To take advantage of this offer show your Nimbus Owners Membership card 
at the Harbour Office.
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Things to think
about/check over the
cold winter months. 
(Provided by Martin Willard - RNLI Community Safety 
Officer, Selsey - from RNLI’s Safety on Board) 

Fire extinguishers
It’s worth checking all extinguishers. Look at the fitted gauges: if any points other than to green, or if there’s any sign
of use, damage or distress, the extinguisher must be serviced or replaced. The manufacture date will be stamped or
printed on the casing but it is essential to check the manufacturer’s service/replace date. If the unit is beyond that
date it must be serviced or replaced. Local fire equipment companies will do these checks and services for you, but
if you feel confident enough, it’s simpler and cheaper to buy new units of the same manufacturer and part number
and swap them yourself. Bear in mind that though they are high pressure devices, you can dispose of them at most
civic amenity sites/recycling depots (but not in general rubbish).

The units on our 310c have 5 years warranty and we replace them when the warranty runs out. Also, check that your
fire blanket (you should have one in the galley area) is in good condition. Otherwise replace.

The above is very important, not only for you and your boat's safety but having this equipment in date and in working
order is a likely requirement of your insurer.

More information on servicing extinguishers can 
be found at: https://www.fire.uk.net/how-long-is-a-
fire-extinguishers-shelf-life/

Wooden bungs
Wooden bungs of a variety of sizes are cheap to buy and
vital if you need to plug a hull leak. They are particularity
useful should a sea cock fail. A 1.5 inch hole would be a
very quick way to lose your prized possession.

On our 310c I have taped a bung for each sea cock to
the hose attached. This is standard practice and, should
the worst happen, I will not have to search as the boat
gently(?) sinks. A separate selection of bungs is useful in
case of other leakage.

By the way, sea cocks are prone to failure due to 
de-zincification. This is hard to detect and all sea cocks
should be inspected yearly. While your boat is ashore this
winter, make sure that they can be turned easily. If not,
consider replacement, if a hose fails, you may need to
close them quickly. If hose or seacock come apart, when
testing, change them!

Our Gazebos.
Andrew Haines, who runs Greenham Regis at Lymington, 
has been good enough to store the club gazebos for us, 

at no cost – thanks Andrew. If you need any marine electronics,
check Greenham’s website at www.greenham-regis.com
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NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB

Is your pride and joy up to standard?
BUT:     

Is it let down by your scruffy, faded or worn Nimbus Owners Club burgee?

By our careful and judicious procurement policy we have been able to obtain a stock of new 
Nimbus Owners Club burgees and can retain the cost at an amazing “roll back” price of just:

£14.00 – HOW DO THEY DO IT, YOU MAY EXCLAIM?

ALSO:
Are you proud of your membership of the Nimbus Owners Club UK?

Why not buy a washable, woven badge to stick or sew onto your sailing jacket (or jumper)
- also ideal for covering up unwanted advertising by clothing manufacturers!

Treat your boat and buy your new burgee now at this low, low price.
Why not buy two; one for day-to-day use and one for special occasions?
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NewsN I M B U S

All Nimbus News contributions to be sent to:
Peter and Jean Coles at pjandje@btinternet.com
Closing date for Spring Edition of Nimbus News will
be Friday 3 April 2020.

We get about 900 words on each page with no photographs. 
An average photograph is worth about 150 to 200 words. Please do
not embed pictures in your word documents but include them separately
as jpegs or similar, but please put their captions in with the text.
CRUISING ARTICLES 
Ideally, cruising articles should be no more than 1500 words, though
we can run several instalments. 
TECHNICAL ARTICLES
Technical articles should be as short as possible and with photos
sent separately.

Jonas Gothberg
Email: jonas.gothberg@nimbus.se

C O N T R I B U T I O N S

DISCLAIMER.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the 
contributors and do not necessarily represent the views of the
Nimbus Owners Club UK. Similarly the club will not be held
responsible for the contents, claims, or possible results of the
use of, any advertisement in this newsletter.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR NIMBUS
SWEDEN AND SPARES:

THOUGHTS
As I stand on the shoreline

Looking out to sea
There comes a host of memories

Flooding back to me

Days when I was younger
Fit and slim and bold

Long late nights and early dawns
Such memories we hold

One of those far distant boats
Is like one I once had

Sleek and white and beautiful
I must have been quite mad

For years and years I loved her
Family she was

Spent my time and cash on her
Glad to, just because.

Well now she’s gone and time has flown
Older both we are

My mind drifts to her often
Is she near or far?

My life’s now much behind me
And what will be will be

As I stand on the shoreline
Looking out to sea 

Bill Wiltshire

WHO’S  WHO &
HOW TO CONTACT
YOUR COMMITTEE
Chairman & Technical Advisor  - 
David Noyce - 01243 787509
email: d.noyce@yahoo.com 

Membership Secretary - 
Janet Noyce 01243 787509 
email: d.noyce@yahoo.com 

Treasurer - John Searle   
email: eureka.hythe@gmail.com  

Committee Members:
Events Co-ordinator - Sue Birchall 
email: birchall2600@gmail.com 

Committee Secretary - Julia Hendry: 
email: juliahendry@btinternet.com

Website Liaison - Bartley McNeela: 
email: bjmcneela@gmail.com

Editor Nimbus News - Jean and Peter Coles 
01243 820496 : 
email: pjandje@btinternet.com  

Sponsorship & advertising - Roger Nicholas
email: ardea@dittybox6.plus.com 

Equipment and spares web development 
- Martin Willard 
email: martinwillard@btinternet.com  

Web site: www.nimbusowners.co.uk


